Peaceful Intentions
Your intentions express the clarity of your expression or your level of self-realization. Intentions are
either veiled or they are transparent. When veiled, you are a source of depletion in the world and are at
odds with your environment...in dissonance with your true nature. When veiled, you create layers of
concealment between you and the Infinite, or between the false and the true Self. When you cloak
intention in feel-good notions but have preference, you invite opposition to guide your life.
When intentions are free of agenda and fuelled by attitudes of higher living, you are in full
transparency— a luminous presence whose compelling Song of Self reverberates through the
environment where all life may benefit by it.
Any agenda or preference is a disruption of peace, because it states that in this moment you are not
complete or content. Desires that have delayed fulfilment cause linear time and pull at life. Agenda'ed
intentions force the will of the small self on life.
Stop trying to 'get' from life, but rather seek to be in balance and harmony, and you will find that life
becomes more effortless and you become a gentle, benevolent presence within it. In appreciation and
recognition of all expressions of life and all levels of existence, you experience yourself as part of a
vast ecosystem that is sustained in mutuality.
There are three levels of intention that represent stages of awakening, and determine the level of
alchemy that we may partake in, in co-creating our lives.
•

A first level of mastery is achieving mutuality with our environment through goodwill, reverent
recognition, and harmlessness.

•

A second level of mastery comes when you have self-scrutinized to the point where you live in
agendalessness. You then recognize that as you serve yourself, you serve all life.

•

A third level of mastery comes when any thought, feeling, word, or deed is inevitable as there is
only the highest choice in each moment—anything else does not exist in your reality. It can be
said that you are then beyond intention and simply in inevitability...one with Infinite Intent.

Your intentions are the first ingredient in the alchemy of co-creating your life. It is time to release all
intentions of the small self that wants for itself, and embrace only that which aligns with Infinite Intent
through surrendered trust, and serves all life.
In peaceful intentions, you will find boundless support and affirmation for your life.
Contemplate the following principles (from Divinity and Elfin Quest), as you align deeply in peaceful
intentions in your life.
Nature is a state of being, rather than a location. In silent communion with ourselves, do we
discover that the answer to the starry skies is the Infinite within us, and that our breath
carries our intent as surely as the trade-winds blow the sweet fragrance of spices across
the lands.

The master does not fight external circumstances, but diligently safeguards his attitudes.
It is the attitudes we cultivate in response to life that shapes our experiences.
Unquestioning devotion to truth demands that we self-examine the origins and motives of
our actions. Becoming our own unbiased observer replaces self-indulgence with unblemished
transparency.
Let the pure tones of clear intent permeate your actions. The need to defend such actions
should never be an issue. The innocence of experience, lived from our highest vision and
purest intent, fulfills the destiny of all life forms: To discover itself anew through
interaction with its environment.

